
Coupon Listing

The Coupon Listing plugin allows the store owner to entice their customers to

make a purchase by making use of the available coupons. The customers can see a

View Coupon List link within the cart and tapping the same brings up the list of

available coupons that can be applied to make a discount purchase within the store.

Coupons are easy to use and allow the store owners to help increase conversions and

reduce cart abandonment.

And providing the coupons surely entices the buyers to become recurring shoppers at

your webstore.

However, the available coupons can be used by both the customers/guests of the

webstore and can be directly applied.

Moreover, the coupon details can also be view and the admin can enable or disable

the available list of coupons within the cart and checkout page as required.

Features
The guests/customers can see the coupon list on the Cart page.

The Coupon codes can be applied directly.

Coupon code can be copied for applying in the cart.

The Coupon details can be viewed by the users.

Applied coupon details are visible to customers under my orders’

section.

Customer/Guest user can view coupon list on the checkout page



Module Configuration – Initial Setting
After the successful installation, the admin will navigate through Stores-

>Configuration->Webkul->Coupon List to configure the module settings.

Here, the admin will Choose a Yes to Enable the module for use at the frontend.

Else if the admin does not want to make use of the module functionality the admin

can choose a No for the Enable option.

Admin can set the “View Coupon List” to all coupons or Coupons according to

cart wise.

After that, the admin needs to navigate through Marketing->Cart Price Rules.

Here, the admin can create multiple cart price rules to apply to the cart along with

their coupon codes.



The admin can enable or disable a created cart price rule by toggling the Active
button as shown below.

Coupon Usage – Customer
After a customer adds products to the cart and navigates to the cart page(by

tapping the View and Edit Cart link), the customer can tap on the View Coupon
List link at the lower left-hand side to view the available coupons that can be

applied to the cart for receiving the discounts.



After tapping the View Coupon List link, the available coupons get visible in
a list on the right-hand side. Here, the customers are able to view the details of all

the available coupons within the list.



A customer can choose the coupon that is applicable to his cart products and can tap

on the Apply Coupon button available within the coupons list. This applies the

coupon to the cart and accordingly the customer receives the set discount.



Thereafter, the customer can proceed to checkout for placing the order. The

applicable discount is also visible on the Place Order page. Customer can view

coupon list on the checkout page



Customer can see coupon list on checkout page. After tapping the View Coupon
List link, the available coupons get visible in a list on the right-hand side.

Customer can remove coupon also.

After placing the order, the discount applied is also visible under the My Orders
section for the respective order.



Admin can also see the details of the discount applicable for the placed order

by navigating to the respective order from the backend.





Coupon Usage – Guest User
The guest user will add the products to the cart and will navigate to the cart by

tapping the View and Edit Cart link.



Guest can see the View Coupon List on the lower left-hand side of the cart as per

the below image.



After tapping the View Coupon list link, the available coupons that can be

applied to the cart are visible to the guest. Guest can see the View Coupon List on

the lower right-hand side of the cart page as per the below image.

To apply a coupon code tap the respective Apply Coupon button. This applies the

coupon to the cart and accordingly the guest user receives the set discount.



After that, the guest user can make a checkout by tapping the Proceed to
Checkout button. The applicable discount is also visible on the Place Order page.

Guest User can view coupon list on the checkout page.



Guest user can see the Available Coupons after tapping the View Coupon List.
It will open on the lower right-hand side of the checkout page. They can remove

coupon also.

Admin can view the details of the discount applicable for the placed order by

navigating to the respective order from the backend.



Support
That was much about the Coupon Listing plugin. In case you need more

information or require any customization, then please send an email

to support@webkul.com or raise a ticket at our HelpDesk system.

https://webkul.uvdesk.com/en/customer/create-ticket/

